
 

 

 

GIFT IDEAS THAT LEAVE A MARK 

Design and precious colours give life to  

new items by Bugatti. 
 

Beautiful, functional gift ideas with a captivating design. For a day to 

remember, but also to decorate the table and the environments of the house 

with taste and creativity. Products that evoke emotions, to leave a tangible 

memory as a gift to all those who participate in an important event in their 

lives. 

A unique, refined, and quality mix that interprets the trends of the moment 

through new products and iconic objects proposed in original colours that will 

leave a mark. 

 

Transform an everyday tool into a very beautiful gift idea full of meaning: 

Lino, the bottle opener born from the creativity of Alessio Romano. An 

iconic, enjoyable and funny object that resembles the shape of a little goldfish, 

symbol of luck, vitality, strength, and fidelity in marriage, rich in meaning in 

several cultures, made of zamak, it is elegant in the chrome version, precious 

in the 24kt gold plated one. 

 

Many new items from the Kiss line, a reference to love and happiness with its 

kiss-shaped design. For the line, designer Teseo Berghella creates the Kiss 

Honey Spoon, ideal for taking and spreading honey on tasty slices of bread or 

mixing it inside a hot cup of tea, and the Kiss Take&Spread spoon, essential 

accessory for jams and cheeses; both entirely made of acrylic with mother of 

pearl effect. For ice, sweets, and sugared almond, he instead presents the Kiss 

Ice and Confetti Tongs, made of stainless steel. 

The brand-new Kiss Special Moka Spoons enrich the line. Symbol of love par 

excellence, the heart is the protagonist of the homonymous Cuore moka 

spoon, while the shape of the tea and moka spoons for sugar bowls inspires 

the Sassolina moka spoon. Both made of stainless steel. Special shapes also 

for the Kiss Moka spoons and the Kiss Aperitif Forks, in the two versions 

made of polished stainless steel and 24kt gold plated. 

The Kiss Pizza Cutter and the Kiss Peeler made of zamak and stainless steel 

are now also offered in the new 24kt gold plated version, as well as the Kiss 



 

 

Salad Tong with handle in three beautiful colours: white, red, and black; one 

face with chrome finish and the other one 24kt yellow gold plated.  
 

The Aladdin Cutlery line, already unique in its kind for width of range and 

colours, is enriched with new special pieces. Here are the new “Cuore” and 

“Mokino” Moka spoons and the aperitif Forks, made of 18/10 stainless 

steel with mother of pearl effect ivory acrylic handle. 

Finally, if ‘pink is the new black’, Bugatti does not miss the trend of the 

moment and dresses the Lola Corkscrew and the Kiss Salad Tong in pink. 

 

 

Today BUGATTI is an internationally known and appreciated brand, present in 

over 100 countries all over the world and in the most prestigious department 

stores such as La Rinascente (Italy), KaDeWe (Germany), Galeries Lafayette 

(France), Harrods (England), Neiman Marcus (USA), Sogo (Hong Kong), 

Rustan’s (Philippines), Lotte-Hyunday (South Korea), Parkson (Malaysia), Blue 

Salon (Doha Qatar). 

 

www.casabugatti.it 
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